Boilerplate
Reality Twist develops first-class video games for all premium platforms like the Xbox 360, PlayStation 3,
iOS and PC, and designs all type of genres for all kinds of target groups – from smart sport games to
exciting adventures. For the Munich-based company, an immersive experience, exciting gameplays and
thrilling worlds are always in the focus of its products. Reality Twist is a full service provider and offers
the complete service spectrum of game development: from pre- and postproduction, conception, design,
producing, project management to marketing. High-class and innovative products as well as
sustainability are the primary goals during the development. Reality Twist therefore sets high values in
an excellent educated team, consisting of programmers, authors, game designers and artists as well as a
multiplatform-approach during the development of its products.
Besides a huge know-how about popular game-engines like Unity3D or Trinigy Vision, Reality Twists
continuously improves its own basic technologies. By this, the company guarantees its clients not only a
technological head start but also a high-efficient and above all a predictable development process.
For the industry, the company develops professional, interactive simulators for theme parks as well as
state-of-the-art, interactive exhibitions. Having an in-house media educator, Reality Twist is among the
leading serious game developers of Germany. Thus, together with the Goethe-Insitut e.V, the
educational publisher Braingame or the most visited museum in Switzerland, Reality Twist created
educationally valuable and exciting learning applications and has even presented their didactic knowhow in this field of work to the German Bundestag. For the pontificial mission “missio München”, the
studio developed a transmedial learning course that is mixing interactive elements with real
experiencing.
Reality Twist is supported by the level up program of “Game Connection”, Microsoft’s BizSpark initiative,
the FilmFernsehFonds of Bavaria (FFF Bayern) as well as the Bavarian state chancellery.

